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Visualizing the Ethnographic Voice of Community
Revitalization

digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu

Visualizing the Ethnographic Voices of Community Revitalization is an immersive learning

opportunity where Ball State University students partner with community residents from the

Thomas Park / Avondale neighborhoods to create visual ethnographies. The ethnographies

represent the community through the participants' eyes. In this immersive learning

opportunity, Ball State University's Ross Immersive Learning Team (JOUR-302 Diversity

and Media course) partnered with the Ross Community Center and Muncie Community

Residents to create visual ethnographies and engage the community with photography.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/hbc6gu7jccw

Instructor: Dr. Gabriel Tait, School of Journalism and Strategic Communication

 
JOUR 302

Credits

Dr. Gabriel B. Tait, Katie Bilka, Emmanuel Cruz, Madison Goodnight, Sarah Hale, Rhoni

Paige, Cierra West, Jacqueline Hanoman, April Poole, Jeannetta Presley, Cindy McCormick,

Jeffery Brubaker, and Robbie Mehling (Immersive Learning office)
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Description of Visualizing the Ethnographic Voice of
Community Revitalization

digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/about-us

Ross Immersive is an immersive learning project funded by Ball State University. In this

immersive learning opportunity, Ball State University's Ross Immersive Learning Team

(JOUR-302 Diversity and Media course) partnered with the Ross Community Center and

Muncie Community Residents to create visual ethnographies and engage the community

with photography. Ross Immersive worked this semester to highlight various cultures and

traditions present in Muncie through the use of modern media.  

Ross Immersive follows a research method called "Sight Beyond my Sight" created by Dr.

Gabriel Tait. This research method offers an opportunity for the residents of Avondale to

share their perspectives of the neighborhood through a series of photographs. In September,

the team lent each participant a professional-grade Canon camera for two weeks. During

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/about-us
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those two weeks, community participants were instructed to capture images that truly

encompass their community, with the theme of community revitalization in mind. The

participants were also instructed not to delete any of the pictures they had taken.

In October, the Ross immersive team met the community members to interview them about

their picture-taking experience. In the interviews, participants were presented with all of the

photographs they had taken and were instructed to narrow them down to their "top 20

photos". Once the participants had established their top photographs and assigned them

themes, they were then asked to choose their top 3 photographs. 

In November, students met with all of the participants to conduct a focus group. In the focus

group, each participant was able to talk about their experience and share it with the other

members of the community. They were asked to pick three photographs that represent their

community the best out of each participant's top three photos. The top three photographs

chosen will be the highlight of the final presentation for the community to see. 

What is a visual ethnography →
Description of Visualizing the Ethnographic Voice of Community Revitalization
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What is a visual ethnography
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/what-is-a-visual-

ethnography
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What is a Visual Ethnography?

Ethnography is a way of practicing research (Pink 2016). Visual ethnography uses

photography, motion pictures, hypermedia, the web, interactive CDs, and virtual reality as

ways of capturing and expressing the perceptions and social realities of people.

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/item/52
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There are three general approaches for doing visual ethnographic research:

1. Using cameras and other recording technology to gather data;

2. The studying of visual data produced by cultures;

3. Communicating with images and media other than words.

This immersive learning course Visualizing the Ethnographic Voices of Community

Revitalization takes a comprehensive approach by incorporating a segment of each of these

paradigms. It accomplishes this by using a photographic research methodology called "Sight

Beyond My Sight" (SBMS) created by Dr. Gabriel B. Tait
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Ross Community Partners

Meet our community partners
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/meet-our-partners

Thomas Park / Avondale Community Partners

Students collaborate with the Director of the Ross Community Center, Jacqueline Hanoman,

to build relationships with Avondale, Muncie community members. Ross Immersive was

made possible by the work and dedication of our community partners.

Ross Community Partners

Cindy McCormick

Community Volunteer

"Prior to moving into this community, I didn't feel accepted, until I joined the Avondale

Methodist Church. Not only did this project help me voice my gratitude toward the church,

but I also achieved something I never thought I could do."

Ross Community Partners

April Poole

Wife, Mother, Model, Future Entrepreneur

"I joined this project to simultaneously learn about the art of photography and more about

my community to which I am a fairly new resident. I gained just that, plus a sense of what

community truly means."

Ross Community Partners

Jeannetta Presley 

Volunteer and Avondale Methodist Church member

"Photography has always fascinated me, but I've never had the opportunity to try it (taking

photographs) before. I've learned a lot from this project, and it gave me a reason to stay

busy."

Ross Community Partners

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/meet-our-partners
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Jeffery Brubaker

Owner of Sparky's Corner Greenhouse

"If I'm being honest I wasn't really interested in doing this project at first, but I got selected

because I am one of the residents who has lived here the longest. I am glad I stuck with it

though because it gave me a sense of nostalgia and satisfaction seeing everyone else's work."

Ross Community Partners

Dr. Jacqueline Hanoman

is a Venezuelan-Guyanese sociologist, educator, qualitative researcher, and nonprofit leader.

She is the Executive Director of the Ross Community Center and has over 25 years of

experience successfully developing multidimensional poverty programs and projects with

NGOs, universities, multilateral and international organizations, governments, and nonprofit

organizations in Venezuela, South Africa, and the USA. As a lifelong learner and qualitative

researcher, she is passionate about working with people in marginalized communities and

walking hand in hand with them to create integrated approaches, focused on strengthening

democratic values, equity, and supporting people and organizations to confront challenges of

social injustice (including economic and racial), insecurity and public health. Her areas of

research are constantly evolving within these areas of multidimensional poverty. Her most

recent research areas of focus have been food insecurity, as related to public health and

socioeconomic and cultural inequities.
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Meet your Ball State University team of leaders
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/meet-our-team-of-

student-leade
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Katelynn Bilka is a Freshman at Ball State University pursuing a Bachelor of Science in

Public Relations. Previously in her high school career, she was involved in many

extracurriculars, and held many noteworthy positions, and was recognized and awarded for

her academic and community work. Some of these organizations included theater,

newspaper (Editor in Chief), class council (Secretary), and varsity girls' soccer (JV Captain).

She also upheld a 4.0+ GPA since freshman year and graduated fourth in her class with a

GPA of 4.375.
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Emmanuel Flores-Cruz is a second-year underclassman at Ball State University. He is

currently double majoring in Journalism and Telecommunications with a minor in Spanish.

He transferred from Ivy Tech Community College via the ASAP Program, which allowed Crus

to obtain his associate degree in under a year before transferring. Since middle school, he has

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/item/43
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worked with video editing and has developed a passion for media communications. His

experience expands through recording video, interviewing, working inside a studio, and other

types of media-related projects.

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/item/43
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Madison Goodnight In high school I was given the opportunity to give interviews, work

with the community, and more at our student-run radio station. This allowed me to gain a

professional broadcasting voice, scriptwriting skills, and editing. Also, it has given me the

chance to set up/run websites, social media, and events. Also, throughout my first two years

of college, I gained tons of interview experience. I see this as allowing our group to have

someone with the experience and growing knowledge to handle interviews and editing skills.
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Sarah Hale is a Junior Advertising student with concentrations in Emerging Media and a

minor in Fashion. In her time at Ball State University, she has gained skills in digital design

and advertising. Through a local partnership with a small business, she developed skills in

analytics and digital marketing. She hopes to gain valuable interpersonal and visual research

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/item/43
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skills through this immersive learning experience. In addition, she hopes to increase her

skills in growing and maintaining social network accounts. In the future, she hopes to work

in social media management or account management in the fashion advertising industry.

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/item/43
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Rhoni Paige is a junior at Ball State University. Her major is Journalism with a

concentration in News. She also minors in theatre. Before attending Ball State University,

Rhoni was a student at Alabama State University for two years. Within her two years, she

served as a member of the campaign team for Miss Alabama State University, a member of

the ASU Dance Company, and a member of the National Association of Black Journalists. As

a member of the Miss Alabama State University campaign team, she was responsible for

communicating with and persuading people to vote.  Along with being the organization’s

meeting facilitator, she was also responsible for running all the social media accounts.
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Cierra West is from the south side of Muncie Indiana, where she works as a manager at

Fazoli’s. Cierra graduated from Muncie Central High School in 2017. After taking a year off,

she is back at Ball State University as a Junior studying Journalism with a concentration in

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/item/43
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Mass Communication. While in Florida, Cierra worked on a school paper in Sanford, Florida

for Seminole State. Currently, she is focused on personal relations and advertising, while

hoping to do something better in the community at the Ross Center.

Dr. Gabriel B. Tait of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is spending his life transforming how

people look at the world.

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/item/43
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Dr. Tait’s research focuses on the impact of photography in cross-cultural contexts. His

studies seek to explore and understand how photography is used in constructing and

representing cultural identities and the way people see the world. Specifically, he is looking at

the peoples and cultures in three U.S. cities (Pittsburgh, PA, Indianapolis, IN, and Jonesboro,

AR), and how the study of visual representation shapes one’s identity. He earned his Ph.D.

and M.A. in Intercultural Studies at Asbury Theological Seminary (Wilmore, KY) and a B.A.

in Communication with an emphasis in photojournalism at Slippery Rock University of

Pennsylvania (Slippery Rock, PA). Currently, Dr. Tait is an Associate Professor of Journalism

(Diversity and Media) at Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana.
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Sight Beyond My Sight (SBMS) as a method of inquiry
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What is Sight Beyond My Sight (SBMS)?

SBMS is a photographic method that seeks to understand individual and group knowledge

through photography, journaling, and discussions. This method provides critical insights

about issues important to a community.  In essence, SBMS seeks to empower communities to

share who they are, without the outsider’s perceived hegemonic biases. 

Training manual

Student teams developed a training manual. In this manual was a description of the

immersive learning project, bios of the student participants, bios of the community partners,

an outline of the immersive learning schedule, training material on the equipment the

participants would be using, ethical considerations, and consent forms. This is a sample of

the training manual.

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/item/53
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Participant interviews and data analysis

During an SBMS interview session, four items occur: 1) The participants are asked to select

their top 20 photographs that most represented the overarching question (showing the

identity of the people, places, and things that they wanted to show); 2) Participants sort their

top 20 photographs into thematic piles to elicit categories of interpretation; 3) Participants

provide a verbal explanation of what they were trying to represent in the photos; and then, 4)

Participants provide their top three photographs as best representing their themes. The

participants will provide titles for each of their piles and their top three photographs. This

helps establish the themes.

Participants are asked not to discuss their photographs with one another before they come

together for the focus group session.

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/item/53
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Focus Group

Focus groups are designed for the participants to come together and discuss their themes

and come to a general consensus of how they understand the respective topic. In this

context, the community participants were looking at issues of revitalization in the

ThomasPark/Avondale community.
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Sight Beyond My Sight (SBMS)
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SBMS 21 condensed manual 09072021 to print.docx
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Training community participants
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The Ross Immersive class was divided into four segments: 1) learning about the community,

2) learning the equipment,  3) completing final participant interviews, 4) and finalizing their

deliverable community visual ethnographies.

Segment One (weeks 1-4). The group will focus on defining the community partner and

developing class expectations. Students were divided into small production teams. The team

sizes were contingent on the number of students in the class (the desirable number of visual

ethnography teams was 4-5 students). Advertising, public relations, and design teams were

assembled to monitor and promote ethnographic team presentations on social media. The

social media team documented, promoted, and shared the progress of the class and the

community participants. 

The first field educational experience took place the second week of class with a presentation

from James Connelly, director of the Middletown Studies Center. A group discussion with

members of the community followed.  This immersive interaction allowed students the

opportunity to meet and talk with persons that lived in the Thomas Park/Avondale

community. and participate in Ross center activities. The talk also fostered important

discussions about “collective memory” and how the participants understand issues of

revitalization.

https://digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/item/48
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/2k-bKr9rYy8

Segment Three (weeks 10-12). Student teams completed their final interviews and edited

their visual ethnographies. The advertising, public relations, and design team will finalize any

outstanding tasks provided by the RCC.

Students participated in community conversations with members of the community. Dr.

James Connolly, Director of the Center for Middletown Studies gave a presentation to the

community about the history of the southside of Muncie.

Segment Three (weeks 10-12)

Student teams completed their final interviews and edited their visual ethnographies. The

advertising, public relations, and design team will finalize any outstanding tasks provided by

the RCC. Sarah worked to finalize the course website.

Segment Four (weeks 13-15)

Student teams prepare their visual ethnographies for their community presentations. The

students will finalize any evaluations and outstanding production concerns.
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Social Media promotion
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Ross Immersive Website
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The social media component was one of the most important elements for the students to

communicate what was happening in our class. Sarah Hale developed the

RossImmersiveBSU website. Other members of the team also managed the social media

posts and content communications. The team Instagram and Twitter were the two primary

social media channels used. The team did secure a TikTok account and will utilize this

channel during the spring semester.
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Top 3 photographs that represent community
revitalization
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Top three photographs from Cindy McCormick
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/7Zl0Rdy4UJ4

Interview session with Cindy McCormick at the Ball State University Immersive Learning

office in Muncie, Indiana. In this segment, Cindy talks about the Thomas Park/Avondale

community as a place where neighbors care about one another.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/3LdrHjZjifc

School of Journalism and Strategic Communication student Rhoni Paige interviews Cindy

McCormick about her top three photographs.

https://youtu.be/7Zl0Rdy4UJ4
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Top three photographs from Jeffrey Brubaker
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/DRzIWQ9ZySQ

Interview session with Jeffrey Brubaker discusses the thematic piles he has placed his top 20

photos during his interview at the Ross Community Center in Muncie, Indiana.

https://youtu.be/DRzIWQ9ZySQ
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Top three photographs from Jeannetta Presley

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/kCMACPntRt8
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Interview session with Jeannetta Presley at the Ross Community Center in Muncie, Indiana.

In this segment, Presley talks about the neighborhood and the need for racial unity.
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Top three photographs from April Poole

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/IUXK2Ka8zZM
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Interview session with April Poole at the Ross Community Center in Muncie, Indiana. Ball

State University student Emmanuel Cruz takes over the interviewing role as April selects her

top 20 photographs.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/vdB-ecJ6X1U

Emmanuel Cruz interviews April Poole about her photographs at the Ross Community

Center in Muncie, Indiana. Ball State University students have spent the semester learning

about the Thomas Park/Avondale community and how they understand the revitalization

occurring in this south Muncie community.

 

 

https://youtu.be/vdB-ecJ6X1U
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Sample of April Poole's Visual Ethnography
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-fall-2021/exhibits/show/rossimmersivebsu/sample-of-april-

poole-s-visual
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/hHzE9t17Jog

Interview session with April Poole at the Ross Community Center in Muncie, Indiana.

 

 

https://youtu.be/hHzE9t17Jog
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Thank you · Visualizing the Ethnographic Voice of
Community Revitalization · Immersive Learning
Showcase Fall 2021
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Thank you!

We are grateful to the Ball State University Immersive Learning Office, BSU Provost Grant,

and the Ross Community Center for the opportunity to work with members of the Thomas

Park /Avondale community. We look forward to continuing the work during the spring

semester! Thank you on behalf of our Ross Immersive student team. They have done

wonderful work and have learned a lot about the community through the eyes of members of

the community.

← Sample of April Poole's Visual Ethnography

Thank you
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